1. UPRR capacity is constrained by a single track over the Colorado River
2. Existing foreign trade zone sites
3. Industrial park opportunity
4. San Luis Port of Entry I
5. Yuma Valley Railway
6. MCAS rail spur
7. Yuma International Airport / MCAS Yuma
8. Confirm UPRR double tracking limits
9. Agriculture is sensitive to rail considerations
10. Coordinate rail considerations with Mexico
11. Coordinate with MCAS Joint Strike Fighter program
12. Future Yuma Expressway
13. Be mindful of AMTRAK discussions in Wellton
14. Consider spur line between Ave. 45E and Ave. 47E for potential future oil refinery
15. McElhaney Cattle Company railroad
16. Barrier Crossing location along ASH
17. San Luis Port of Entry II - Commercial
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